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ENTERING THE FATAL CAR

and the Duchess come out of the Serajevo railway station and step into the
automobile in which they were both later assassinated.
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"UNE 28th — a b o u t the day when
readers will be taking up this
number of T H E L I V I N G A G E — is
St. Vitus's Day, or Vidov Dan, as it is
called in Serb lands. Five hundred and
forty years ago, at Kossovo in 1389, the
on-rushing Turks defeated and subjugated the great Serbian empire of the
later Middle Ages; but at the close of the
battle, according to Serb legend, a Serb
hero penetrated into the victor's tent
and slew the Sultan.
Henceforth St. Vitus's Day was the
chief Serb anniversary — a day of
mourning for defeat on the field of battle,
but at the same time a day of rejoicing
for the glorious assassination of an oppressor of Serb peoples.
Fifteen years ago, on June 28th, 1914,
Prmcip, a Bosnian youth and Austrian
subject, who was fired with Serbian
nationalism and who had just 'come
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from the Serbian capital at Belgrade,
fired the fatal shots at Serajevo which
killed the Archduke Franz Ferdinand
and his wife.
Thus another oppressor of the Serbs,
as the heir to the Habsburg throne was
popularly but erroneously supposed to
be, was assassinated, and the spark was
kindled which started the general conflagration of Europe.

T

E N years ago, on June 28th, 1919,
was signed the Treaty of Versailles
which ended the .World War with Germany, established the League of Nations,
and laid the foundations of presentday Europe.
On this anniversary day it is worth
while to glance back, in the light of
revelations which ten years have brought
forth, at the chain of events which led to
the Serajevo assassination.

N S E P T E B M E R , 1913, Franz Ferdinand, as inspector of the Austrian
troops, decided to pay a visit with his
wife to the Austrian province of Bosnia
during the following June to observe the
regular summer manoeuvres of the two
army corps ordinarily stationed there.
He felt that the visit would serve a twofold purpose.
First, from the political point of view,
it was highly desirable that a. member of
the imperial family should show himself
in the recently annexed provinces.
Among the impressionable simple peasant populations of Europe, who before
the War had a deep-rooted respect for
royalty and a traditional feeling of
loyalty to a personal ruler, nothing was
better calculated to stimulate and
strengthen this feeling of personal loyalty
than such official visits of princes. They
flattered local pride. The simple peasant
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liked the pageantry of princes. He liked
to see his ruler and find in him a flesh and
blood human being like himself, who
walks and rides about and eats three good
meals a day. Merely to see him or hear
him speak was to renew the human bond
of common understanding and interests.
So throughout history, from Henry IV
and Frederick the Great in the past to
the Prince of Wales in the present, it has
been a common practice •
for popular princes and
rulers to make royal progresses, which t e n d to
strengthen the bonds between ruler and ruled.
With this in view, Emperor Francis Joseph had
visited Rosnia in 1910.
Such a visit would
strengthen the Roman
Catholic and other loyal
elements and tend to offset
Yugoslav
revolutionary
propaganda and the Serb
agitation for ' Greater
Serbia.' This was the political aspect of his trip, and
it partly explains why he
did not wish to be protected by heavy guards of
soldiers and secret police,
but preferred to ride about
freely in an open automobile. In 1909, when he had
traveled through Hungary
to visit King Carol, he had
been highly indignant at
the way the civilian authorities had shut off the
railway stations with cordons of poli'ce and kept at
a distance the crowds of
peasantry who had come
to wave their hats and
handkerchiefs to the archducal couple.

Serbia. . . . The manoeuvres were to be
held in Bosnia on the Drin just opposite
to Serbia.' There is" no truth in these
assertions.
*
All the provisions for a campaign
against Serbia were taken care of in an
altogether different-- way, namely by
Baron Conrad's 'Mobilization B[alkan]plan. -This included,- not merely the
two corps regularly stationed in Bosnia;

readiness. But the Bosnian manoeuvres
which ' the Archduke was to inspect
comprised merely two army corps and
were merely part of the routine training
to which parts of the army were regularly subjected:.They had no connection
with any concrete war preparations, but
simply had as their main object the
practising of considerable forces moving
in a relatively difficult and varied terrain.
Nor were they to be
held in the Romanija east
of Serajevo 'on the.Drin
just opposite to Serbia,'
•as M. Jovanovich states.
On the contrary, they were
held some thirty kilometres to the southwest
of Serajevo in the Tarcin
district.
They did not in the
slightest contemplate a
t h e o r e t i c a l a t t a c k on
Serbia to the eastward,
but looked in exactly the
. opposite direction — the
theoretical protection of
Serajevo against an attack
coming from the west from
the direction of the Adriatic. The 'Rlue' defending
army had a position southwest of Serajevo and was
to prevent the ' R e d ' attacking force, advancing'
from the side of Mostar
and the west, from capturing the Ivan Pass which
guards the road which
runs up from the Adriatic
to Serajevo.
I t was in order to become acquainted with this
region at the opposite side
of Rosnia, as far away
from Serbia as possible,
t h a t the Archduke traveled
to Serajevo by way of
Fiume and the Adriatic
and then came up the
r a i l w a y via M e t k o v i c h
and Mostar. His wife,
however, had to come
alone all the way by rail
from Vienna, via Budapest, and only met him a t
Ilidze near Serajevo.

T

H E second and main
object of the trip,
however, was t h a t the
F R A N Z F E R D I N A N D AND H I S FAMILY
Archduke might attend
the manoeuvres of the
T H E H E I R T O T H E T H R O N E O F A U S T R I A in 1 9 1 4 with the Duchess and their
three children. The Duchess had been the Countess Sophie Chotek and
XVth and X V I t h Army
had been rnorganatically married to the Archduke, who renounced for
Corps. The Rosnian mahis children all claims to the Austrian throne.
noeuvres of 1914 are commonly represented by
Austrophobe writers as 'planned as a but the use of five more corps from the
So far as the Rosnian manoeuvres of
kind of rehearsal for military operations rest of Austria-Hungary, comprising June, 1914, can be said to have had any
against Serbia.' Mr. Jovanovich, the altogether about half the total army; it practical immediate objective in view at
Serbian Minister in Vienna, says: ' T h e contemplated, of course, a direct offen- all, they were designed to acquaint the
plan was to hold the' manoeuvres in the sive against the Drin, which forms the officers, not with the terrain for a war
district between Serajevo and the Ro- boundary between Bosnia and Serbia. with Serbia, b u t rather with that for a
manija and Han Pisesak [to the east of This plan had been worked out in all its campaign for the protection of Albania
Serajevo] — thus just against the Ser- details by Conrad and his general staff, or for the defense of Bosnia against
bian frontier. With manoeuvres so and, like the general-staff mobilization any hostile troops landing on the Adriplanned the " e n e m y " was naturally plans of all countries, was always in atic Coast.
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between Austria-Hungary and Serbia.
Until the opening of the twentieth
century, the two countries had generally
been on friendly terms and even in
alliance, the Habsburgs acting as protectors of the Serbs against theTurks and
the Bulgarians. But in June, 1903, the
brutal assassination of King Alexander
of Serbia and his mistress by a conspiracy among his own subjects brought
a change. King Alexander was succeeded
by King Peter I of the rival Karageorgevich dynasty. The new King began to
look to Russia, instead of to AustriaHungary, for protection and assistance,
and he did not look in vain.
The assassinations of 1903 were enthusiastically welcomed by patriotic
Serbians as a purification of their
country from a.corrupt and inefficient
government and as the inauguration of a
new era of Serbian power and prestige.
Serbian nationalism became a potent
factor in political life. Serbian leaders
began to plan and hope for the day
when all persons of Serb blood might be
united into a 'Greater Serbia' — t h u s
detaching from Austria-Hungary the
Croats, Slovenes, Dalmatians, Bosnians,
and other 'oppressed nationalities' of
Serb blood and sympathy.
Austrian statesmen, on the other hand,
viewed with increasing alarm this Serbian revival, which, if successful in its
ultimate aims, meant the disruption
and downfall of the Austro-Hungarian
monarchy. They therefore sought to
weaken Serbia by a hostile tariff, which
led to the so-called 'Pig W a r ' and
merely increased Serbian, indignation
and bitterness toward her big neighbor
to the north. Then came the Young
Turk Revolution of 1908, which made
the Austrians fear that the Young Turks
might soon try to exercise increased
control over Bosnia,, a province which
Austria-Hungary. had been permitted
by treaty, in 1878, to occupy and
administer, but which for thirty years
had still remained legally a part of the
Turkish Empire. To forestall complications with the Young Turks, AustriaHungary suddenly announced in October, 1908, that she had 'annexed'
Bosnia, thus putting an end to all
Turkish claims — which were liquidated
a little later by a money gratuity.

H E Archduke appears finally to have
undertaken the trip more from a
sense of duty than from the desire, as
usually stated, to have an opportunity
to have his wife received with royal
honors by his side. As already noted,
they traveled to Serajevo by different
routes. In the last weeks he had some
doubts about going at all, because of his
health and the heat. He discussed the
point with the Emperor, who said, ' D o
as you wish.' His private secretary has
noted several remarks which indicate
that Franz Ferdinand was the reverse of
enthusiastic about the trip. On June
23rd, the special railway carriage
regularly reserved for him had a hot-box,
so that he and his wife had to travel in an
ordinary first-class compartment after
leaving their three children at Chlumetz.
Franz Ferdinand remarked sarcastically,
' Well, the journey is beginning in a right
promising fashion!' A little later, when
told that the train by which he and his
wife intended to leave Serajevo on June
29th would have to start at 5 A.M.
instead of 6 A.M. as originally planned,
he exclaimed, 'Tell Colonel .BardolIf
that if he continues daily to make the
Bosnian trip still more disgusting with
new difficulties and unpleasantnesses he
can hold the manoeuvres alone, and I
will not go down there at all.' The secretary adds that the idea ' t h a t the Archduke himself wanted the trip to Bosnia
in order to provide a triumphal journey
is a pure invention.'

However, in spite of these annoyances
and the fact that the electricity gave out
in the train in which he rode from Vienna
to Trieste, the rest of the journey passed
off excellently and the Archduke was in
the best'of humor. He was greeted with
enthusiasm at the railway stations on
the way from the Adriatic to Serajevo,
and joined his wife on the afternoon of
June 25th at the pleasant little resort
of Ilidze, a dozen miles from Serajevo,
where they were to stay. The manoeuvres
passed off very satisfactorily in spite of
heavy rain, and the Archduke complimented General Potiorek on the spirit
and training of the troops.
On Sunday morning, June 28th, the
Archduke telegraphed to his children at
Chlumetz t h a t everything was going
well with ' P a p i and ' M a m i , ' and that
they were looking forward to seeing them
again on Tuesday. These were the last
words he ever wrote.
. \

M

E A N W H I L E , a carefully laid plot
had been maturing for the assassination of the Austrian Archduke when
he should pay a ceremonial visit to the
Bosnian capital of Serajevo. Its threads
reach back to a growing antagonism

annexation programme. Secret 'confidential men' were organized in Bosnia itself
to smuggle in seditious literature and to
prepare the way for a revolution in
Bosnia against Habsburg authority and
in favor of union with Serbia.
But after a six months' diplomatic
crisis, in which the Great Powers of
Europe were also involved, Serbia had to
promise to give up her attitude of protest
against the Austrian annexation of Bosnia. She further promised to live on
good neighborly terms with Austria and
to see to it t h a t the Narodna Odbrana
abandoned its military activities and
devoted itself henceforth to purely
'cultural activities' such as education
and anti-alcoholism. I t is a matter of
dispute among historians how loyally
Serbia lived up to these promises.
In any case, there was a considerable
group of persons in Serbia, especially
among the army officers, who were
dissatisfied with these promises and with
the compliant attitude toward Austrian
demands which the Serbian civil government had felt forced to adopt. These
dissatisfied persons formed in 1911 a
secret society known as the 'Black
Hand.' One of its leading members, if
not its originator, was a certain Dragutin
Dimitrijevich, who also became a high
official in the Serbian General Staff,
being the head of the Secret Intelligence
Department. The Black Hand took
over much of the subversive propagandist agitation through the ' confidential m e n ' in Bosnia which the Narodna
Odbrana. had promised to abandon, but
the secret agents in Bosnia were not
informed of this change. They supposed
that the secret connections which they
still maintained across the frontier into
Serbia were with the Narodna Odbrana,
and they knew very little about the
Black Hand. This explains why it was
that in 1914, when Austria drew up her
complaints about Serbian agitation in
Bosnia, the complaints were loud about
the Narodna Odbrana and the broken
promises of 1909, but hardly mentioned
the Black Hand.

I

T M U S T not be forgotten t h a t it was
easy for Serbia to stir up agitation in
Bosnia, because the Austrians had ruled
with a heavy hand and done little to
improve the economic condition of the
H I S Austrian annexation of Bosnia peasants or to grant desired political
reforms. Thus in the spring of 1914 there
_ roused Serbian indignation in Bel- were a number of youths in Bosnia who
grade to a high pitch. Serbian national- were stirred to agitation against Habsists saw in it a disastrous blow to their burg rule by a variety of influences —
hopes of a 'Greater Serbia.' They instantly Austrian 'oppression,' Serbian propaorganized a patriotic National Defense ganda against Austria, and the writings
Society (Narodna Odbrana) which began and example of several Serb sympathizto collect funds and train irregular troops ers who had gone from Austria to Belto prevent Austria from carrying out her

T
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grade, and then returned to AustriaHungary with the weapons and the
determination to assassinate Austrian
officials. Three of these youths, Princip,
Chabrinovich, Grabezh, happened to be
in Belgrade soon after Easter when they
learned the news t h a t Franz Ferdinand
was coming to Bosnia the following
June. They at once decided to use this
opportunity to assassinate him. Being
without funds they got into touch with
leading Black Hand secret members and
were supplied with money, railroad
passes, maps, four revolvers, six bombs
—and poison which they were to swallow
the moment the deed was done so that
they should be unable to reveal their
Belgrade accomplices. Thus equipped
they set out from Belgrade secretly at
the end of May, after having got into
touch with Ilich, an ex-schoolmaster,
who had agreed to recruit some fellow
conspirators in Serajevo.

Narodna Odbrana for this region. He had
made trips to Serbia, had become a
member of the Narodna Odbrana, and
then chairman of the Priboj Sokol, one of
the apparently harmless and 'cultural'
Serb organizationswhich were a medium,
however, for active Serbian propaganda.
He was in touch with Narodna Odbrana
officials in Serbia and other 'confidential
men' in Bosnia and with local peasants
who appeared to be in the habit of
smuggling letters and information across
the frontier. He now took Princip and
Grabezh to the house of another peasant,
Jacob Kerovich, and arranged that the
latter's son should drive the two conspirators and their weapons on to Tuzla,
where they would find another 'confiden-

377

tial man,' the cinema director, Mishko
Jovanovich. Princip and Grabezh accordingly set out that night in the
peasant's cart. On approaching Lopare,
where Austrian gendarmes were stationed, they let the peasant drive on
alone with the weapons well hidden,
while they, made a detour on foot
and mounted the cart again on the
other side of the village. Arriving
at Tuzla early in the morning, they
went to the cinema director, Mishko
Jovanovich, as the Priboj schoolmaster had directed, and found a ready
reception.
As Princip and Grabezh had just come
from Serbia and had no traveling passes
for Bosnia, they feared that they might

From the Serbian capital they went
up the Save to Sabac where they found
by appointment a Black H a n d agent
named Major Popovich and told him
that they were journeying secretly to
Bosnia. He seemed to be already well
acquainted with their mission, conducted
them to the guardhouse, and secured an
order for them for buying half-fare
tickets on the railway for the next stage
of their journey from Sabac to Loznica,
where they were to cross the frontier.
He also gave them a card to the frontier
authorities: ' T h e officials concerned are
requested to assist these people.' Finally,
he filled out for them a false pass, making it appear that one of them was a
Serbian exciseman and the other two his
colleagues. With the half-fare railway
tickets, they went by train to Loznica
and delivered to the frontier captain the
card from Major Popovich. I t was
arranged t h a t Chabrinovich should take
the false pass and go on to Zvornik, where
he was helped over the frontier by a
Serbian exciseman and later driven
across Bosnia to Tuzla. Meanwhile
Princip and Grabezh, with the bombs
and revolvers, were driven back a few
miles to a watchhouse near Ljensica,
where they were met by prearrangement
by another Serbian exciseman who
smuggled them over the Drin by way of
the Bosnian Islands. There he handed
them over to a peasant in whose hut
they spent the night. Next day they were
passed on to another peasant, who
conducted them safely along by paths in
Bosnia toward Priboj until they were
met by Veljko Chubrilovich.
International

V

E L J K O CHUBRILOVICH was an
Orthodox Serb schoolmaster at
Priboj and the ' confidential m a n ' of the

M A J O R V O J A T A N K O S I C H , ' N U M B E R 7 ' OF T H E ' B L A C K H A N D '

A S E R B I A N W H O S E V I O L E N T N A T I O N A L I S M , which belied his mild appearance, led him to take
a leading part in the assassination of the Serbian King Alexander in 1903, and which-likewise led
to his preparing, with Milan Ciganovich, the plot for murdering Franz Ferdinand at Serajevo.
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houses on one side, and
with a low wall on the
other, where the Quay
follows the Miljacka.
I t leads toward the
Town Hall, and is con-'
nected by several
bridges with the other
side of the town, where
one of the principal
mosques and the gove r n o r ' s residence or
Konak are situated.
Along the Appel Quay,
which was the route
the Archduke and his
wife were to follow,
Ilich had placed the
various murderers to
whom he had distributed the bombs and
revolvers a few hours
before the assassination. Mehmedbashich,
Vaso Chubrilovich and
Chabrinovich were on
the river side near the
Cumurja Bridge. Ilich
and P o p o v i c h were
across the street, near
Keystone
the Austro-Hungarian
F R A N Z F E R D I N A N D AND K A I S E R W I L L I A M I I OF G E R M A N Y
Bank. Further along
T H E G E R M A N E M P E R O R ' S tact toward the Austrian Archduke's wife had sealed a bond of friendship between the
the Quay, Princip at
heir to the Habsburgs and the ruling Hohenzollern. T h e two often hunted together and spent much time in each
first stood near the
other's company.
Latin B r i d g e ; after
C h a b r i n o v i c h ' s attempt,
while
the
Archduke was at the
be stopped and searched on entering it safely to Serajevo by train, and hid it
Serajevo at a time when the police might under a couch in his room. A few days Town Hall, he crossed over the Quay
be expected to be keeping an especially before the crime he gave some of the to the corner of the narrow, winding,
sharp eye out for suspicious characters in weapons to two of his own Serajevo Franz Joseph Street, now King Peter
view of the Archduke's coming visit. recruits, and took them to a suburb to Street, where the actual assassination
finally took place. Further on toward
They did not think it was safe that they show them how to shoot.
the Town Hall, Grabezh was walking up
should carry the bombs and revolvers
Early on the morning of June 28th,
any further. They therefore begged when Franz Ferdinand and his wife were and down, looking for a good place
Jovanovich to hide the weapons in his to make their formal visit to Serajevo, where he would not be interfered with.
house until some safer person should Princip and Chabrinovich met Ilich at
Franz Ferdinand and his party reached
come from Serajevo to fetch them. He the back of the Vlajinich pastry shop and
Serajevo from Ilidze about 10 A.M.
agreed, and hid them in his attic. It was received again from him some of the
After reviewing local troops, they started
arranged that the person who came for weapons they had brought from Belin autos toward the Town Hall for the
them should identify himself by offering grade — Princip took one of the Brownformal reception, in accordance with the
a half-open package of Stephanie cig- ing revolvers, Chabrinovich a bomb, and
announced programme. The heir to the
arettes. T h e three youths then went on Grabezh both a revolver and a bomb.
throne was in full uniform, wearing all
safely by train from Tuzla to Serajevo. Then they dispersed to take their stand
his decorations. His wife, in a white
Princip at once sought out Ilich, took at places agreed upon along the route
gown and large hat, sat beside him.
lodgings with him, and told him of the which the Archduke was to pass.
On the seat facing them was General
weapons at Tuzla. Grabezh went to his
Potiorek, the military governor of Boshome in Pale. All three lived as quietly
ERAJEVO for some five hundred nia, who pointed out the objects of
and inconspicuously as possible until the
years had been the capital of Bosnia interest as they drove along. In front of
time for the deed. Thus, the 'tunnel'
and is still its principal city. It is crowded them, in another car, the mayor and
which Serbian officials had long preinto a narrow valley at the foot of high chief of police led the way. Then folpared had worked to perfection.
hills. Through its centre runs a little lowed two other autos bearing various
river, the Miljacka, half dry in summer. persons belonging to the Archduke's
FEW days later Ilich went to Tuzla In the older parts of the city toward the suite or General Potiorek's staff.
• and identified himself to Mishko cathedral the streets are crooked and
Just as they were approaching the
Jovanovich in the agreed-upon way with narrow. B u t the Appel Quay, now Cumurja Bridge and Potiorek was calling
the package of cigarettes. Ilich took known as the Stepanovich Quay, is a the Archduke's attention to some new
charge of the precious material, carried fairly wide, straight avenue lined with barracks, Chabrinovich knocked off the

S
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cap of his bomb against a post, stepped
forward, and hurled it at the Archduke's
car. The chauffeur, observing him, put on
speed, so that the missile fell on to the
folded hood of the uncovered car and
bounced off; or, according to another
account, Franz Ferdinand, with extraordinary coolness, seized it and threw it
back of him into the road. There it
exploded with a heavy detonation,
partly wrecking the following auto and
seriously wounding Lieutenant Colonel
Merizzi and several bystanders. Chabrinovich sprang over the wall into the
river bed, which was nearly dry at this
season of the year, and tried to escape;
but police agents, quickly seized him and
marched him off for examination. Meanwhile the fourth auto, uninjured except
for a broken windshield, passed the
wrecked car and closed up quickly to
that of the Archduke, none of whose
occupants had been hurt, except for a
scratch on the Archduke's face, probably
caused by the flying cap of the bomb.
The Archduke ordered all the cars to
stop, in order to learn what damage had
been done. Having seen t h a t the
wounded men were dispatched to a
hospital, he remarked, with characteristic
coolness and courage: 'Come on. The
fellow is insane. Gentlemen, let us
proceed with our programme.'

S

O T H E party drove on to the Town
Hall, at first rapidly, and then, at
the Archduke's order, more slowly, so
that the people could see him better.
After the formalities a t the Town Hall,
the question arose whether the party
should still follow the prearranged
programme, which provided for a drive
through the narrow Franz Joseph Street
in the crowded part of the city and
a visit to the Museum; or whether, in
view of another possible attack, they
should drive straight to the governor's
residence on the other side of the river
for luncheon. T h e Archduke insisted
that he wanted to visit the hospital to
inquire after the officer who had been
wounded by Chabrinovich's bomb. General Potiorek and the chief of police
thought it very unlikely t h a t any second
attempt at murder would be made on
the same day. But as a punishment for
the first, and for the sake of safety, it
was decided t h a t the autos should not
follow the prearranged route through
the narrow Franz Joseph Street, but
should reach the hospital and Museum
by driving rapidly straight along the
Appel Quay. Therefore the Archduke
and his wife and the others entered the
cars in the same order as before, except
that Count Harrach stood on the left
running board of the Archduke's car, as

a protection from any attack from the
Miljacka side of the;Quay. On reaching
the Franz Joseph Street the mayor's
car, in the lead, turned to the right into
it, according to the original programme.
The Archduke's chauffeur started to
follow it, but. Potiorek called out:
' T h a t ' s the wrong way! Drive straight
down the Appel Quay!' T h e chauffeur
put on the brakes in order to back up. I t
happened that it was precisely at this
corner, where the car paused for a fatal
moment, that Princip was now standing,
having crossed over from his original
position on the river side of the Quay.
These chance occurrences gave him the
best possible opportunity. He stepped
forward and fired two shots point-blank.
One pierced the Archduke's neck so
that blood spurted from his mouth.
The other shot, aimed perhaps at
Potiorek, entered the abdomen of the
Archduke's wife. The-car turned about
and sped over the Latin Bridge to the
Konak. The Archduke's last words to
his wife were: 'Sophie, Sophie, do not
die. Live for our children.' But death
overtook them both within a few minutes. I t was about 11:30 A.M., St. Vitus's
Day, Sunday, June 28th, 1914.

T

H E R E is no space here to explain the
diplomatic crisis which arose out of
this assassination. The present writer
has attempted in a recent volume to
analyze it. Suffice it to say t h a t Serbia
must.share a deep responsibility, because
; .'J.I

i. ^ ,'.

Keystone

T H E F A T A L SPOT IN S E R A J E V O

of the Lateiner Bridge where
Princip shot Franz Ferdinand.

A T T H E FOOT
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there is evidence t h a t M. Pashich, the
Serbian Prime Minister, was aware of
the plot several days before Princip and
his companions left Belgrade for Serajevo and took no effective measures to
prevent it. M . Pashich is said to have
given orders to have the assassins
stopped, but the orders came too late or
were disobeyed by the Serbian frontier
officials, who were members of the Black
Hand and approved of the assassination.
This evidence is based in part on the
explicit statements of the late M. Ljuba
Jovanovich, who was personally acquainted with Princip and was Minister
of Education in the Pashich Cabinet in
1914. Some Serbian sympathizers have
sought to cast doubt on the accuracy of
M. Jovanovich's" statements, but the
present writer finds himself forced to
accept them as reliable — a t least until
the Serbian Government shall make a
full and trustworthy publication of its
diplomatic correspondence for July,
1914, as the German, Austrian, and
British Governments have already done.
M. Pashich is also to be condemned for
the fact that he gave no warning to the
Austrians of the danger to the Archduke
after the assassins had crossed over from
Serbia into Bosnia; and also for the fact
that he made no attempt after the
assassination to arrest any of the Serbian
officials in Belgrade who had been accessory to the crime.
But Austria-Hungary also is to be
condemned for using the assassination
as an excuse for presenting to Serbia a
stiff ultimatum which was expected to
give Austria-Hungary the opportunity
for a little ' localized' war against
Serbia which would put an end forever
to the ' Greater Serbia' danger and to the
subversive agitation against her own
existence as a Great Power.
The murder of Franz Ferdinand at
Serajevo became the immediate occasion
of the World War, owing to the division
of Europe into two groups of hostile
powers and to the consequences of
decades of militarism, economic imperialism, nationalism, and the poisoning of
public opinion through the newspaper
press. Had the murder not occurred,
there would have been neither an AustroSerbian War, nor a World War, in the
summer of 1914. In spite of the increasing tension between the Triple Alliance
and the Triple Entente, it is probable
that European diplomacy would have
succeeded for months, perhaps for years,
in averting a conflict for which the
Franco-Russian forces planned to be better prepared in 1917 than in 1914. The
murder of the Archduke ignited material which would not otherwise have
taken fire as it did.
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has been a good deal of
amusement in England, and of
indignation in America, over the
squabble at Washington as to where
Mrs. Gann, the Vice President's sister,
should sit at the best dinner tables.
The question under discussion has been
whether a vice president's sister, having
been invited by him to act as hostess at
his own dinner table and to perform all
those social and ceremonial duties that
in ordinary circumstances are performed
by a vice president's wife, should be
accorded the precedence due to a vice
president's wife in Washington society.
I t may seem a question so inconsiderable that it would matter very little
which way it was answered; but, if you
think so, you do not know human nature.
Washington, which bubbles over with
human nature, did not dismiss the matter so lightly. The women of Washington especially, women being usually even
more richly provided with human nature
than men, threw themselves into the
debate, and, realizing that honor of a
kind was at stake, prepared to fight to
a finish against the claims of the Vice
President's sister. The women of the
Senate Club struck the first blow by refusing to elect Mrs. Gann as their president. Mrs. Alice Longworth, wife of the
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
followed this up by refusing an invitation to dinner on the ground, it was
said, that Mrs. Gann was to be given a
more honorable seat at table. Passions
were inflamed like those that appear in a
country in which a would-be usurper
makes a bid for the throne. Or the business might be compared to those internal
theological troubles that occur in churches
when men will burn each other for a
vowel.

T

HERE

As in most disputes, there was much
to be said — as, indeed, there was much
that was said — on both sides. Those
women who stood by the letter of the law
and maintained that the leading fact in
the case was that a vice president's sister
and a vice president's wife are not identical, and therefore ought not to be
treated as identical, argued as the orthodox have argued in all ages. Admit a
vice president's sister to the chair reserved for a vice president's wife, and

you open the floodgates to you know not
what. For, having gone so far, where are
you to draw the line? Having allowed
this privileged position to a vice president's sister, how can you refuse it to a •
vice president's cousin or a vice president's aunt, or to his second cousin once
removed, or to a mere acquaintance, if a
vice president chose to elect her as his
official hostess? After all, the rigid etiquette of society has been carefully
built up by generations of human beings,
who did not make these rules for fun.
They made them in order that, at social
functions such as official dinners, no man
or woman should have cause for jealousy
or should go home feeling aggrieved
because another man's wife or another
woman's husband had been given a
place two chairs nearer the host. The
more rigid the etiquette, the less human
beings are likely to suffer from heartburnings.
A N D let not this be set down to the
i l . discredit of human nature. The etiquette of the dinner table is one of those
things that distinguish man from the
other animals, and suggest, as the Book
of Genesis affirmed long ago, that he is
unique among living creatures. There is
no other animal, I think, that approaches
a meal with any other view than that of
satisfying its hunger. There is no precedence accorded by the duck or the seagull when food is to be had. With them a
meal is a scramble of gluttons. They
have even instituted no order of chivalry
that would give precedence to the young
or the feeble. In the farmyard the maternal instinct of the hen impels her, on
discovering a morsel of food, to call up
her young with shrill cries to eat before
she herself will eat. And sometimes a
cock will treat a favorite hen as generously.
But, as a general rule, no animal
during a meal thinks of anything except
the food he himself is eating. The pig
pushes his way in past his fellow pigs at
the trough as though there were only
one pig whose interests were to be considered. I t is as though the guests at a
dinner table were to pull each other
from their chairs and fight for every dish
as it was brought round.
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H E civilized human being, on the
other hand, sits down to a meal with
an air of being perfectly indifferent
whether he eats it or not. I have never
yet been to a dinner party where the
guests sat down to table with noticeably
hungry looks on their faces. They converse as though food were the last thing
they thought about. They talk calmly
about theatres, books, politics, and, even
when they eat, they eat casually and
seldom with concentration. If a guest
really concentrated on his food, and
heaped salmon and chicken a foot high
on his plate, and devoured it greedily
while refusing to address a single word
to his neighbors, he would be looked at
askance as scarcely human. Even children, whose eyes do gleam with pleasure
at an early age at sight of the food at a
tea party, quickly learn to subordinate
their emotions to the requirements of
others. That is the first step in etiquette
— the concession of precedence in being
'helped.' I t is also the beginning of
civilization.
Slowly, piece by piece, was constructed
the edifice the stability of which has
lately been threatened at Washington.
And, if the women of Washington have
been alarmed by the threat, who shall
blame them? Had they been fighting for
the best dishes, it would have been impossible to sympathize with them. But
every woman who objected to Mrs.
Gann's being seated above her knew well
that Mrs. Gann would be given no better food than herself. She fought for something unsubstantial, for something that
an animal — say, a cat — would not
understand, for a point of honor. Nor
did she fight for herself alone. She fought
that her husband and her children might
retain the respect of society. She saw
that it was impossible to exalt the Vice
President's sister save by taking a lower
chair herself, and so losing the fruits of a
lifetime of social struggle. Who would
willingly accept such degradation? Socially speaking, it is better to be given the
wrong meal than the wrong seat at table.

C

E R T A I N L Y England cannot afford
to laugh at America in the matter of
rigidity of etiquette. Here, too, the rules
(Continued on1 page 399)

